Hello! You are receiving this introductory message on behalf of the 2022 NCSRA Outreach Program!

This program is part of NCSRA’s recruitment effort to create new referees. It has been created to identify financially challenged individuals, ages 14 and older, who, but for a lack of financial resources, would like to and would be willing to become a soccer referee. We are aiming to combat a statewide shortage of grassroots referees and to continue to facilitate the growth of the Beautiful Game. We ask that you discreetly determine whether any recommended candidate may be financially challenged but otherwise ready to become a referee and for those individuals please use the link provided to make a nomination of those individuals for consideration by the program. If accepted, any nominated candidate’s referee registration charge of $100 will be covered by NCSRA and upon successful completion and certification as a referee they will be provided a starter kit uniform by NCSRA without cost.

If you have any questions about this program please contact your Area Referee Administrator or Marianne MacDonald, Administrator at NCSRA's state office, 336-763-1833 or marianne@ncsoccer.org.

The link below will allow you to submit the information for any candidate to be considered and that application will be transmitted to your Area Referee Administrator for final determination. Successful applicants will receive a direct link from NCSRA to complete the registration process.
Outreach Program Candidate Recommendation Application